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Abstract

We present several new major features added to the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation

code Brick-CFCMC for phase- and reaction equilibria calculations (https://gitlab.

com/ETh_TU_Delft/Brick-CFCMC). The first one is thermodynamic integration for the

computation of excess chemical potentials (µex). For this purpose, we implemented

the computation of the ensemble average of the derivative of the potential energy with

respect to the scaling factor for intermolecular interactions (
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
). Efficient bookkeep-

ing is implemented so that the quantity ∂U
∂λ is updated after every MC trial move with

negligible computational cost. We demonstrate the accuracy and reliability of the cal-

culation of µex for sodium chloride in water. Second, we implemented hybrid MC/MD

translation and rotation trial moves to increase the efficiency of sampling of the con-

figuration space. In these trial moves, short Molecular Dynamics (MD) trajectories are

performed to collectively displace or rotate all molecules in the system. These trajec-

tories are accepted or rejected based on the total energy drift. The efficiency of these

trial moves can be tuned by changing the timestep and the trajectory length. The new

trial moves are demonstrated using MC simulations of a viscous fluid (deep eutectic

solvent).

Introduction

Recently, we presented Brick-CFCMC1, an open source molecular simulation code for the

calculation of phase- and reaction equilibria using state-of-the-art force field-based Monte

Carlo (MC) simulations in different ensembles, such as the NVT, the NPT, grand-canonical,

the reaction, and the Gibbs ensembles. Brick-CFCMC uses the Continuous Fractional Com-

ponent Monte Carlo (CFCMC) method2–6 for molecule exchanges. This method involves

a fractional molecule whose interactions with the surrounding molecules are scaled using a

continuous scaling factor, λ, from zero interactions with the surroundings (λ = 0) to full

interactions with the surroundings (λ = 1)2. The CFCMC method considerably improves
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the insertion or deletion of molecules while allowing for a direct computation of chemical

potentials and partial molar properties5,7–10. Brick-CFCMC has been used in many studies,

especially for the computation of gas solubilities in solvents5,6,11,12.

We present the implementation of new features, namely, the computation of excess chem-

ical potentials (µex) using thermodynamic integration (µex =
∫ 1

0

〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
dλ)13,14 and hybrid

MC/MD trial moves. This allows for the calculation of µex by integrating the average

derivative of potential energy with respect to the interaction scaling factor (
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
). Using

µex, activity coefficients of species can be computed15,16. Brick-CFCMC can already calcu-

late µex using the probability distribution of the scaling factor p(λ) of fractional molecules1,8.

This method requires the probabilities p(λ = 0) and p(λ = 1). A weight function is required

to ensure a flat probability distribution of λ2,17. Although this method works efficiently for

small molecules, we found that it is difficult for large and/or strongly polar molecules because

(1) the probability distribution of λ can be sensitive to the changes in the biasing function,

and (2) the biasing function can be very large for ionic systems (e.g. of the order of 100kBT ).

Therefore, a flat distribution of the observed probability of λ is challenging to achieve in a

single simulation, resulting in a large uncertainty for the computed µex. It is more convenient

to calculate µex of large and/or strongly polar molecules using thermodynamic integration

because it eliminates the need for sampling the full λ-space with equal probabilities in a

single simulation. With thermodynamic integration,
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
can be computed from several

independent simulations at different fixed values of λ (or a limited range of λ-values) or

by sampling the whole λ-space in a single simulation. We implemented an efficient book-

keeping, so the instantaneous value of ∂U
∂λ

is updated after every MC trial move. Therefore,

the ensemble average
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
is computed with negligible computational costs. Alternatively,

the weighted histogram analysis (WHAM) method18,19, the Bennett acceptance ratio (BAR)

method20, and the multistate Bennett acceptance ratio (MBAR) method21 may also be used

for the computation of µex using post-processing of simulation data22.

In the CFCMC method, trial moves are attempted to reinsert the fractional molecule at a
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random position in the simulation box. Additionally, trial moves are attempted to transform

the fractional molecule into a whole molecule, while a randomly selected whole molecule

is transformed into a fractional molecule (at the same value of λ)6. These trial moves

help sampling the λ-space more efficiently, as well as thermalizing the system. However, for

viscous liquids with strong intermolecular interactions, such as ionic liquids and deep eutectic

solvents (DES)11, the sampling of configuration space is not efficiently performed by single-

molecule trial moves, even if the aforementioned trial moves are carried out. It is well-known

that single-molecule trial moves are not efficient in inducing collective motion in a dense

fluid23,24. A variety of advanced techniques have been developed and reported in literature

for improving the sampling of configuration space in MC simulations. Well-known examples

of such techniques are the smart MC algorithm by Rossky et al.23, force bias MC by Pangali

et al.25, multiparticle MC moves by Moučka et al.26, and hybrid MC by Duane et al.27.

We have implemented hybrid MC/MD trial moves for translation and rotation of molecules

(conceptually similar to Duane et al.27) in Brick-CFCMC. We chose to have separate hybrid

translation and rotation moves because combining these two trial moves were found to be less

efficient28. In these trial moves, short Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations are performed

in the NVE ensemble, where Newton’s equations of motion are integrated according to the

computed resultant force or torque on each molecule. A schematic representation of the

hybrid translation trial move is shown in Fig. 1. The hybrid trial moves are performed

collectively, meaning all molecules are translated or rotated at every MD timestep, using a

time-reversible (and area-preserving) integrator. During the hybrid trial moves, all molecules

are kept rigid (intramolecular degrees of freedom are sampled differently in Brick-CFCMC1).

Therefore, translations are applied to the centers of mass of the molecules, and rigid-body

rotations are performed around the centers of mass. The short MD trajectories generated

by the hybrid trial moves are accepted or rejected with a probability proportional to the
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Schematic representation of (a) a conventional translation trial move and (b) a
hybrid translation trial move. The conventional translation move attempts to displace a
single randomly selected molecule in the simulation box in a random direction, while the
hybrid translation trial move displaces all the molecules simultaneously, according to the
magnitude and direction of the resultant forces acting on the molecules, using a short MD
trajectory in the NVE ensemble. The length of the short MD trajectory as well as the
timestep ∆t can be adjusted to have a required acceptance probability. These trial moves
increase the efficiency of the simulations significantly in the equilibration of the system and
the sampling of configuration space23,24, see also Fig. S4 of the Supporting Information.
The red and gray atoms represent oxygen and hydrogen atoms, respectively. This figure was
created with iRASPA29.

Boltzmann factor of the total energy of the system13:

acc(o→ n) = min (1, exp[−β(∆U + ∆K)]) (1)

where o and n denote the old and new (initial and final) configurations of the MD trajectory,

and ∆U and ∆K are the differences in potential energy and kinetic energy (translational or

rotational), respectively, between the old and new configurations. β is defined as 1/(kBT ),

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is absolute temperature.

Brick-CFCMC with these major new features can be downloaded from https://gitlab.

com/ETh_TU_Delft/Brick-CFCMC.
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Implementation

In the CFCMC method, intermolecular LJ and electrostatic interactions are scaled differently

as a function of λ. The scaling of LJ and electrostatic interactions are denoted by λLJ and

λel respectively, and both are functions of λ. It is important to note that λLJ and λel

should be continuous functions of λ, and that electrostatics are fully switched off (λel =

0) before scaling down the LJ interactions30. Details of this scaling are provided in the

Supporting Information. In Brick-CFCMC, the value of
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
can only be computed for

one charge-neutral group of fractional molecules, however, this group can contain several

different molecules or ions. For example, a fractional group can consist of both a sodium ion

(Na+) and a chloride ion (Cl−), so that thermodynamic integration directly results in the

excess chemical potential of sodium chloride µex
NaCl. Analytic expressions for

∂U
∂λ

were derived

for intermolecular Lennard-Jones (LJ) and electrostatic potentials. For the LJ potential,

terms were derived for truncated, truncated and shifted, and for tail corrections. Analytic

expressions for derivatives of electrostatic potentials may seem trivial at first sight because for

linear charge scaling ∂U
∂λ

is proportional to λ28. It is important to note that such a scaling may

lead to overlaps between atoms for low values of λel. For this reason, we have used an offset

for interatomic distances which makes the computation of ∂U
∂λ

numerically stable (but leading

to more complex expressions). For electrostatic interactions, we derived analytic expressions

for the Wolf method31, for the damped and shifted version of the Wolf method32–34, and

for the Ewald summation35. These analytic expressions can be found in the Supporting

Information. The computation of
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
can be switched on with the respective keyword in

the input files as described in the manual of Brick-CFCMC. The value of ∂U
∂λ

is computed

in Brick-CFCMC for every MC trial move. The software prints the values of
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
for each

λ to a file. We implemented the thermodynamic integration with efficient bookkeeping so

that the computation of
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
has negligible additional computational cost as the number of

fractional molecules in the simulation box is low compared to the total number of molecules.

Thermodynamic integration can be performed by post-processing computed values of
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
6



using a tool provided with Brick-CFCMC. Brick-CFCMC also provides values for ∂U
∂λ

that

can be read directly into alchemlyb36, and we have verified that identical excess chemical

potentials are obtained.

The velocity Verlet algorithm37,38 is used to integrate the equations of motion in hybrid

translation trial moves. In hybrid rotation trial moves, the quaternions of molecules need

to be integrated simultaneously with the angular velocities. The NOSQUISH algorithm of

Miller et al.39 is used for the integration of equations of motion. The algorithms used for

both the hybrid translation and hybrid rotation trial moves are symplectic (area-preserving)

and time-reversible13,39. Details of these algorithms as implemented in Brick-CFCMC can be

found in the Supporting Information. For the hybrid trial moves, for efficiency reasons, the

electrostatic forces/torques needed to create the short MD trajectories are always computed

using the damped, shifted Wolf potential32, for which the damping parameter and cutoff

radius (independent of the cutoff for electrostatic energies) can be provided in the simulation

input. The fact that the actual interaction potential (e.g. the Ewald summation) is different

than it is accounted for in the acceptance rules40.

Case Studies

To validate the implementation of thermodynamic integration and hybrid MC/MD trial

moves, we present two case studies. Using the new thermodynamic integration feature

in Brick-CFCMC, we computed the excess chemical potential of infinitely diluted sodium

chloride in water at 298 K and 1 bar in the NPT ensemble. For water molecules, the

SPC/E41 force field was used while for NaCl molecules, the Joung-Cheatham42 force field

was used. The force field and simulation details for these simulations are provided in the

Supporting Information. It is important to note that with the CFCMC technique we could

not achieve a flat probability distribution of λ in a single simulation and multiple simulations

were needed in which the λ-space is confined. The weight function and the probability
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distribution of λ of this simulation are shown in Fig. S2 of the Supporting Information. Using

the thermodynamic integration, we performed 102 different MC simulations of NaCl/water

solutions at different and fixed values of λ. In Fig. 2,
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
of NaCl in water as a function of

λ is shown. Using the thermodynamic integration, µex
NaCl was calculated as −741.7 kJ mol−1.

This value is consistent with literature as it is within the chemical accuracy (≈ 4 kJ mol−1)43

of previous simulations (−742 kJ mol−1)44. Note that −741.7 kJ mol−1 corresponds to ca. –

300kBT , so it is expected that a single CFCMC simulation sampling the full λ-space will not

be sufficient to overcome this free energy difference. The results show that the calculation

of µex using our implementation of thermodynamic integration is an accurate and reliable

method for strongly polar molecules. µex
NaCl computed using thermodynamic integration is

also consistent with the experiments (−743 kJ mol−1)45 in the literature. We also simulated

the same system using the Ewald summation for electrostatics instead of the damped and

shifted version of the Wolf method. In this case, µex
NaCl was computed as −739.2 kJ mol−1,

showing that thermodynamic integration with the Ewald summation yields results nearly

identical to those obtained by the damped and shifted version of the Wolf method. We also

tested the number of data points in λ-space that are needed for an accurate calculation of

µex
NaCl. Table 1 shows the computed values of µex

NaCl for different numbers of data points in

λ-space. These results show that the number of data points can be decreased from 102 to

19 without any loss in accuracy.

To increase the efficiency of the hybrid trial moves, it is recommended that the size

of the MD timestep ∆t is specified according to the maximum average displacement of

molecules and an acceptance probability of ca. 50%. Therefore, for each system, short

test simulations should be performed to obtain the optimal timestep size. In Fig. 3, the

acceptance probability and the average displacement are presented for the hybrid translation

trial move as a function of timestep size, for a system of choline chloride/urea deep eutectic

solvent at 323 K and 1 bar. It can be observed that based on the acceptance probability

of 50% and the maximum average displacement, the optimal timestep size is obtained as
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0.0075 ps and 0.0095 ps, respectively. Therefore, a value within this range is deemed efficient

for the hybrid translation trial move of this system. It is important to note that a timestep

of 0.001 ps is typically used for reasonable energy conservation in MD simulations of this

system, which is significantly smaller46,47. The timestep size and the trajectory length can be

specified independently for the hybrid translation and hybrid rotation trial moves. A similar

procedure to the one for hybrid translation trial move can be followed for hybrid rotation

trial moves. It is important to note that the optimal timestep size depends on the length

of the MD trajectory (specified as 5 timesteps in the simulations of Fig. 3). In principle,

longer MD trajectories result in smaller values for the optimal timestep size (and vice versa).

Short test simulations can be conducted to determine the optimal values of the timestep and

the number of timesteps. For a detailed study on how to choose the optimal number of

timesteps and the integration timestep size, the reader is referred to Ref.48. To show the

effect of hybrid MD trial moves, we have conducted simulations of choline chloride/urea

DES for various fractions of hybrid trial moves in a cubic simulation box at 323 K, starting

from random initial configurations. In Figure S4 of the Supporting Information, the running

potential energy is shown as a function of the number of MC steps. Clearly, the use of hybrid

MD trial moves significantly facilitates equilibration of the system.
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Figure 2: The value of
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
as a function of λ for infinitely diluted NaCl in water at 298

K and 1 bar. The quantities of
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
were collected from 102 independent simulations at

different and fixed values of λ. The red circles and the blue line represent the values of〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
and the fitted spline, respectively. µex

NaCl was computed as −741.7 kJ mol−1 from the
integration of a fitted spline. The inset schematically shows a NaCl fractional group in water.
Modifying the scaling factor λ by dλ changes the strength of the interactions between the
fractional group and the surrounding molecules, allowing for the computation of

〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
. In

the inset, the red and gray atoms represent the oxygen and hydrogen of water, while the
green and purple atoms represent chloride and sodium ions, respectively.
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Table 1: Computed values of µex
NaCl using thermodynamic integration for different numbers of

(equidistant) λ points. Spline fitting was used for the numerical integration. The subscripts
in the second column show uncertainties computed as one standard deviation.

Number of λ points µex
NaCl / [kJ mol−1]

102 -741.70.3
52 -741.90.3
36 -741.90.3
27 -742.00.5
22 -742.10.8
19 -742.60.8
9 -751.32.8
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Figure 3: Average acceptance probabilities (red) and molecule displacements (blue) for the
hybrid translation trial move as a function of timestep size, for a choline chloride/urea deep
eutectic solvent at 338.15 K and 1 bar. 5 timesteps are used as trajectory length for all
simulations. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.
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Conclusions

We present new features implemented in the Brick-CFCMC MC simulation code for phase

and reaction equilibria. We implemented thermodynamic integration for the calculation of

µex. With efficient bookkeeping, we compute
〈
∂U
∂λ

〉
which can then be integrated to obtain

µex. We show the accuracy and reliability of this method by computing the excess chemical

potential of NaCl (µex
NaCl) in water at infinite dilution. Analytic derivatives of all interaction

potentials with respect to the scaling factor for intermolecular interactions are provided. Our

results showed that the computed value of the excess chemical potential µex
NaCl is in agreement

with simulations and experiments from literature. We also implemented hybrid translation

and rotation trial moves to increase the efficiency of the equilibration and configuration

space sampling of the system. These trial moves collectively translate/rotate all molecules

in the simulation box by performing short MD simulations in the microcanonical ensemble,

according to the computed forces/torques on every molecule. These short MD simulations

are accepted or rejected based on the Boltzmann factor of the total energy difference. We

showed how the optimum timestep size of the MD trajectory can be obtained using the

simulation of a deep eutectic solvent system as an example.
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Data and Software Availability

BRICK-CFCMC, its source code, and many examples are freely available from gitlab (https:

//gitlab.com/ETh_TU_Delft/Brick-CFCMC).

Supporting Information Available

The following is available free of charge:

• Detailed explanation of the implementation of the thermodynamic integration method;

analytic expressions for the derivatives of the potential energy with respect to the scal-

ing factors for intermolecular interactions; detailed explanation of the implementation

of the hybrid trial moves; simulation details for the case studies.
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